Chautauqua Lecture Series
2009-2010 Season

"Tales from Our Genome"
**Dr. Hunt Willard**, Professor of Genome Sciences and Policy
Aycock (2/9/10)

"What Does Your Dance Say About You? Dance as Intangible Cultural Heritage"
**Ava Vinesett**, Asst. Professor of Dance
Pegram (2/23/10)

"Expressing identity through nanoelectronics research: my career in controlling, understanding, and finally accepting electrons"
**Dr. April Brown**, Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Southgate (3/2/10)

"Democracy is Overrated"
**Dr. Michael Munger**, Professor and Chair of Political Science
Giles (9/8/09)

"The Inclination Towards Improvisation: A Musician Discusses Why Spontaneity Matters in Your Media and Culture"
**Dr. Anthony Kelley**, Assoc. Professor of Music
Southgate (9/14/09)

"What Lemurs Can Tell Us about Earth's Past, Present, and Future"
**Dr. Anne Yoder**, Director of Duke's Lemur Center
Gilbert-Addoms (9/29/09)

"Hardship of Life: Japanese Youth in an Era of Precariousness"
**Dr. Anne Allison**, Professor of Cultural Anthropology
Wilson (10/8/09)

"Predictably Irrational"
**Dr. Dan Ariely**, James B. Duke Professor of Behavioral Economics
Bassett (10/12/09).

"Prophets in America"
**Dr. Richard Brodhead**, Professor of English
Randolph (10/26/09)